Boxer® Introduces 900HD Compact Utility Loader

Winn, Mich. (February 23, 2015) – Morbark, Inc., the manufacturer of the Boxer® line of compact utility loaders, has introduced the all-new Boxer 900HD. The 900HD made its trade show debut at the TCI Expo in Hartford, Ct., held Nov. 13-15, 2014, and will be shown in Morbark’s booth (#8013) at The ARA Rental Show this week in New Orleans. The model is scheduled to begin production in April 2015.

Designed from the ground up to be the most powerful and capable mini-skid steer available in the market, the Boxer 900HD is the culmination of two years of preparations.

“The Boxer 900HD is engineered to exceed other mini-skid steers,” said Jason Showers, Boxer Product Manager. “The 900HD includes many class-leading characteristics previously found only on full-size skid steer models, like a 48-HP Tier 4 Final diesel engine with Diesel Oxidation Catalyst (DOC) that does not require after treatment, dual pattern operator controls and a 94-inch hinge pin height that will allow users to easily dump material over the side of a 6-foot truck bed.”

The 900HD also features a class-leading 35% SAE (calculated) rated operating capacity of 939 lb. (425 kg). With an advanced torsional track suspension for a smooth ride and the ergonomic cockpit design — complete with dual pattern joystick controls, spring-cushioned operator platform, front and side padding, electronic engine display, cup holders and 12-volt auxiliary outlet — the Boxer 900HD provides enhanced operator comfort and utility.

The track tensioning system applies even track tension with simple adjustment to promote longer service life. The hydraulics package features a hydrostatic drive with 15-GPM (57 L/min) flow and dual auxiliary remotes with machine pressure relief block on the high-flow remotes. Like other Boxer compact utility loaders, the 900HD has a universal attachment plate to handle more than 50 attachments suited to any job.
**About Morbark:**

Morbark, Inc., based in Winn, Mich., has been innovating and manufacturing durable, high-performance equipment for the forestry, recycling, tree care, sawmill and biomass markets for more than 50 years. Morbark equipment helps customers harvest, process and convert wood and other organic waste materials into valuable, useful and profitable products. The company produces a full line of whole tree and waste wood chippers, flails, brush chippers, horizontal and tub grinders, sawmill equipment, material handling systems and more. Visit www.morbark.com, “Like” us on Facebook, follow us on Twitter (@morbark) or subscribe to our YouTube channel.

**About Boxer Equipment:**

Boxer Equipment has four model series available: the 100 series dedicated trencher and the 300, 500 and now 900 series compact utility loaders, built to handle a full complement of more than 50 universal attachments. The Boxer’s standard quick-attach system enables the user to quickly and easily switch from a bucket to forks to auger or other tools for optimum on-the-job flexibility and bottom line performance. A feature unique to the Boxer 500 series is its variable-width, rubber track undercarriage, which allows the units to enter through gates as narrow as three feet wide. For complete Boxer Equipment product information, go to www.boxerequipment.com.